HANDS-FREE

- Light where you need it without having to hold it
- Swivel adjustment aims light

VERSATILE

- Spot, flood and area lights plus night vision LEDs
- Push button switch cycles modes

ECONOMICAL

- Runs 19 hours on one set of batteries in high mode
- LEDs never need replacing

BRIGHT

- Provides 36 lumens of light in high mode
- Uses premium Nichia® LED technology.

HDL33AI NE

Lightweight, versatile and comfortable, the Energizer® Industrial® 6 LED Headlight is perfect for electrical, plumbing, HVAC or other work that requires both hands. It puts light where you are looking and has a swivel adjustment with ratchet positioning for accurate aim.

Variable light sources allow you to choose the best illumination for the job – area, flood, spot or night vision – without changing lights. Also, this light mounts securely to hard hats or can be comfortably worn around the head for long periods of time.

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

Performance:

Run Time
Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (21°C)

On Time (hours)

Area  Spot  Flood  Red

LEDs Used

40 30 20 10 0

Area Spot Flood Red

Peak Beam Intensity (cd):
Area - 350, Spot - 318, Flood - 170
2 Red - 65

Run Time (h:mm):
Area - 19, Spot - 30, Flood - 30
2 Red - 30

Typical Weight: 81 grams (with batteries)

Dimensions (mm):
47 x 72

Tested according to ANSI/NEMA FL 1 Standards.

Important Notice
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication
Contents herein do not constitute a warranty
©Energizer / All Rights Reserved

Designation: Energizer Industrial
6 LED Headlight
Model: HDL33AI NE
Color: Yellow
Power Source: Three "AAA"
ANSI/NEDA: 24 Series
Lamp: 6 LEDs - 2 Wh. Spot, 2 Wh. Flood, 2 Red
Lamp Life (hr): Lifetime
Lamp Output (lumens):
Area - 36, Spot - 25, Flood - 23
Beam Distance (m):
Area - 37, Spot - 35, Flood - 25
2 Red - 16
Peak Beam Intensity (cd):
Area - 350, Spot - 318, Flood - 170
2 Red - 65
Run Time (h:mm):
Area - 19, Spot - 30, Flood - 30
2 Red - 30
Typical Weight: 81 grams (with batteries)
Dimensions (mm): 47 x 72

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light